
Introducing extraordinary 
air-powered performance for 
the world’s most productive 
trimmer system.

T h e  P i o n e e r  i n  Tr i m m i n g

QuantumTM Air Trimmers
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• Robust ergonomic design
• Improved worker productivity
• Longer parts life
• The lowest long-term cost of operation

Quantum™ Air Pneumatic Trimmers



A cut above …

Now the advanced technology and performance of 
the industry-leading Quantum™ Trimmer System is 
available in an air-powered version.  

Quantum Air Pneumatic Trimmers give meat 
processors unmatched profit-generating performance in 
their air-powered meat trimming operations. Here’s how:

• The advanced air motor design delivers productivity 
with fast, easier cutting procedures

• Easy, uncomplicated tool use, increasing worker 
safety while reducing operator training requirements

• Easy maintenance requirements, with fewer 
components to replace and parts inventories  
to manage

It all adds up to performance and productivity 
improvements that find their way straight to your 
bottom line with higher product revenues and better 
plant profits.
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More … of everything.
More Blade Speed
The high-performance 4:1 gear head produces faster 
blade speeds than other pneumatic tools can deliver.

More Blade Life
Quantum power means most operators won’t feel the 
need to sharpen or steel the Trimmer blade as often.  
That means longer blade life and lower operating costs 
for your plant.

More Productivity
With Quantum Air Trimmers, operators can “power 
through” applications that slow down or stall other 
air powered tools. They require less operator effort to 
perform, too.



bettcher.com/quantum-air

The Quantum Air Trimmer has a slender 
motor that allows for a thinner, easy-to-
grip handle.  The unique cartridge-style 
motor design also means faster, easier 
service and maintenance.

A smart design that  
makes everything easier.
With the productivity and performance designed  
into Quantum Trimmers, we’ve simplified pretty  
much everything about trimming.

Blade and Housing
Re-engineered with a patented blade and housing 
interface for smooth performance and enhanced  
parts life. 

Improved Handling
New Quantum Air handles are engineered for a solid 
grip, control and operator comfort, with the motor 
fitting right inside. 

Quick Installation and Removal
The unique cartridge-style design of the air motor and 
gearhead makes quick work of installation and removal.  

Built-in Steeling
On select Quantum Air Trimmer models, a built-in 
device steels the inside blade edge with just the push 
of a button, improving performance on the line (and 
preventing rolled edges, too).

Interchangeable Parts
Interchangeability of common parts between all Quantum 
Trimmer System models provides maximum user flexibility 
with minimum inventories and reduces the long-term cost 
of operation compared to other trimmer brands.
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Visit bettcher.com/quantum-air for 
video demos and detailed specs.

Contact our Yield Specialists today for an in-
plant demo and custom financial impact analysis. 

Call 800-321-8763

Ergonomically designed for better 
safety and increased comfort.

With operator safety utmost 

in mind, the Quantum Air 

Pneumatic Trimmer offers 

two start procedures:  

QuickStart one-handed for 

applications that require 

operators to start and stop 

the Trimmer frequently … 

and two-handed for when 

the Trimmer is being used 

for extended time periods.

Quantum Air Pneumatic Trimmer Models
Small Trimmers
Q350 / Q360 / Q440 / Q500 / Q505 / Q620 / Q625
Midsize Trimmers
Q750 / Q850 / Q880B/S / Q1850 / Q1880
Large Trimmers
Q1000 / Q1300 / Q1400 / Q1500

Long-life Handle – Manufactured using a vibration-
absorbing material, the contoured handles on Quantum 
Air Trimmers are engineered for long life as well as 
comfortable operation.  They are offered in three 
interchangeable sizes, too.

Thumb Support – A new low-profile, adjustable thumb 
support provides an always-perfect fit for the operator, 
ensuring better control during trimming procedures.

Swivel Connection – This highly desirable feature 
enables the Trimmer to rotate independently of the air 
hose.  No single innovation has done more to reduce 
wrist load and strain during operation.


